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Carnegie-Mellon banishes fraternity
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The Ursinus Homecoming Celebration for 1984 took place on October 27. The homecoming nominees and their escorts were as follows: Representing Sigma Rho Lambda were Marybeth Friel and Mark Lubic, representing Delta Pi Sigma were Babbette Mastroni and Joe Lattanzi, representing Pi Omega Delta were Teresa Devince and Ron Carter, representing the Commuting Students was Karen DiStefano and her escort, representing Delta Mu Sigma were Deborah Mumford and Don Walz, representing Beta Sigma Lambda were Adana Covert and Jeff Soper, representing Alpha Phi Omega were Laura Pierce and Tim Efinger, and representing Alpha Phi Epsilon were John Boyd and Sue Daniels, who was crowned the 1984 Ursinus Homecoming Queen.